Modification to FRS Form 1

Each Balancing Authority (BA) including those within a Frequency Response Sharing Group (FRSG) provides data for the determination of the appropriate Interconnection’s Resource Loss Protection Criteria (RLPC). In addition to the current practice of providing their frequency response sampling for all four quarters and their Frequency Bias Setting (FBS) calculation, each BA provides requested information regarding determination of resource losses and potential maximum resource loss due to Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) actions as detailed in the “Procedure for ERO Support of Frequency Response and Frequency Bias Setting Standard”. For BAs that do not have facilities that meet the defined criteria, the entity would enter “0” in the appropriate cell. It would be expected that “load only” BAs would not have resources to report, as well as “generation only” BAs that have only a single resource. It is also expected that most BAs would not have RAS actions that include loss of resources larger than their reported resource losses. To facilitate the collection of data, the FRS Form 1 has been modified with the addition of the following fields.
Each BA will provide resource loss data as detailed in the "Procedure for ERO Support of Frequency Response and Frequency Bias Settings Standard".